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In this thesis we study the doubling property of the self-similar niuasures (i 
associated wi th a system of similtiicles on R". Under the condition that 
{F j } satisfies the open set condition, we give a necessary and sufficient condition 
for I.L to be doiibliiig. The condition allows us to construct many examples of 
inttTcst. Il l tlie c:ase where the open set condition is not satisfied, we study an 
infinitely coiivohited Bernoulli measure (associated with the golden ratio p = 
and gave a necessary and siiffident condition for it to be doubling on its 
support [0.1 . 
Some other recent developments on the study of doubling measures are also 
surveyed. This includes the existence of doubling measures on general complete 
doubling metric spaces as established by Volberg and Konyagiii [VK]. Liuikkaiiien 
and Saksnian [LS], and Wu [W], the theory of singular integrals as developed 
1)3^  Calderon, Zygmund and Stein [SI], and a theory of local Sobolev spaces as 







例，我們研究一個與黃金比值P = 相關的Bernoulli測度的無窮卷積，並 
給出它在其支集10，1]上隨半徑加倍的充要條件。 
對於近年其他關於隨半徑加倍的測度的研究結果，本文也略有所述。這包 
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Let (A: p) be a metric space. A Borel measure on X is said to be doubling on 
a subset A of X if there exists a coiistaiit C〉0 such that 
for all .V e .4 and r > 0: here {u ^ A,: p(.v. y) < r}. and by a Borel 
inensure we mean a non-negative Borel-regiilar measure. The constant C wi l l 
he called the doubling constant of ii. Such measures arise naturally in harmonic 
analysis. For instance, the theory of Calderon-Zygmund singular integral oper-
ators has been developed when R" (with any metric) is equipped with a ‘nice, 
Borel measure that is doubling on its support. The details can be found, for ex-
ample, in Stein [SI. Chapter 1]. It is also possible to develop a theory of Sobolev 
spaces assuming a Borel measure on a general metric space that is doubling on its 
support; see Hajlasz and Koskela [HK2] (and also [HKl ] ) . The interested reader 
may refer to Chapter 4 for a survey on these topics. 
In recent years much effort has been devoted to the development of analysis 
on fractals. Since the introduction of the notion of fractals by Mandelbrot in 
the 1970,s, i t has become more widely acknowledged that fractal sets are better 
models of nature than classical smooth objects. This is perhaps most figuratively 
summarized in Mandelbrot's famous saying that 'clouds are not spheres, nioiin-
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tains are not cones, coastlines are not circles, and bark is not smooth, nor does 
lightning travel in a straight line'. A particular class of fractals, commonly known 
as self-similar sets, carry a mathematical structure that is relatively easy to han-
dle. Therefore besides the attempts in the early years to study their geometry 
(in a branch commonly known as 'fractal geometry')? in recent years, much effort 
has been devoted to developing a theory of differential equations on them. This is 
represented by the recent success in constructing Laplacians on some self-similar 
sets, as well as their corresponding Green's functions and heat kernels. One of 
the first successful school is the probabilistic school. In the introduction of [Ki l ] , 
it was mentioned that Kusuoka and Goldstein were among the first to construct 
a Laplacian on the Sierpinski gasket. They introduced a Brownian motion on it. 
and the Laplacian is defined as the infinitesimal generator of the. semigroup of the 
associated diffusion proccss. Tlieir approach was later extended by Barlow and 
Bass to more general self-similar sets. The other siicc-essfiil school is the analytic 
school. Kigaini is a key figure in this school. He proposed a direct ])oint\vise 
definition of Laplacians on some self-similar sets, and the main ingredients in his 
approach includes an energy that arises as a reiiorinalized limit of a (oinpatible 
self-similar sequence of discrete graph energies, the associated resistance metric, 
and a self-similar measure that is compatible wi th the reiiormalization factors in 
the energy. The details can be found in his book [K i l . 
The above set-up opens up many possibilities for further investigation. To 
name a few, it is of interest to obtain estimates on the distribution of eigenvalues 
of these fractal Laplacians. as well as information on the corresponding eigenfiinc-
tions. Much effort has been devoted to estimates of the heat kernels associated 
with these fractal Laplacians, for instance, in relation to Poincare inequalities and 
Harnack inequalities; the doubling property of the underlying measure also plays 
an important role there. Strichartz [Stl] has studied function spaces (Holder-
Zygmiiiid, Besov and Sobolev spaces) on self-similar sets, in the spirit of [S2, 
Chapter 5]. He also introduced a notion of fractafolds, which is 'to a fractal what 
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a manifold is to an Euclidean half-space' [St2]. In the current thesis we shall not 
go into depth into these topics: instead, our main emphasis wi l l be in self-similar 
measures on self-similar sets, in particular on their doubling properties. 
The role of self-similar measures played in fractal analysis can be naively clari-
fied as follows. Recall that in the Euclidean space R" . we have the usual Lebesgue 
measure, which is canonical because it is nicely compatible w i th the Euclidean 
structure; in particular, it is translation invariant and rotat ion invariant. and it 
scales nicely under Euclidean similtiides. In the setting of self-similar sets, say 
K C R" is the miique non-empty compact set satisfying 
A' 
K = U F i {K ) (1.0.1) 
(=1 
where • [ 厂 i s a finite system of contractiiig siiiiiltiides in M". one may consider 
the restriction to 八’of the .s-cliineiisioiial Haiisdorff measure as the natural g(、n(、i.-
alizatioii of the Lebesgue iiieasiirc in R" . where is the Haiisdorff cliiiiensioii of K : 
for instance, such Haiisdorff measures are the、canonical measures on the Cantor 
set and on the Siei.piiiski gasket. To go one step further. to get a iiicasiire tl iat is 
conipa.tihle with the self-similar structure of A', which is given by the self-similar 
identity (1.0.1). one may consider the sclf-siinilar measures on A'. They arc Borel 
probability measures that have their support on K and satisfy 
N 
"二 o F「i 
(=1 
for some probability weights p, (i.e. p-, G (0.1) for all I and p, = 1). Tliese 
measures satisfy 
[u(iMi(y) = f y [ u(F,(yMi{y) 
J K 二 J K 
for any Borel function u. They are one of the main tools that allow one to exploit 
the self-similar structure of K analytically (the other one being the self-similar 
energy), and we are thus particularly interested in this class of measures. 
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The main aim of this thesis is two-fold. First we shall survey some known 
results about general doubling measures and their applications. Second we shall 
focus on the fractal setting and discuss conditions under which a self-similar 
measure is doubling on its support. Numerous examples wi l l be given. 
The thesis is organized as follows. Granting its usefulness, the existence of 
a doubling measure on a general complete metric space is discussed in Chap-
ter 2; we follow here the approach in Vorberg and Konyagin [VK], Liiiikkainen 
and Saksman [LS], and Wu [W]，modifying their proofs. We shall prove that 
a complete metric space supports a non-trivial doubling measure if and only if 
there exists a positive integer N such that in any ball of radius 2r there are at 
most N points that are mutually separated by a distance of at least r. In the case 
where the metric space X is compact, the proof is by means of mass distribution 
and applications of the Banach-Alaoglii and the Riesz representation theorems; 
the discrete iiieasiircs obtained from the niass distribution are i)i.obal)ility mea-
sures. and thus have a siil^sequeiice that converges weak* to a bounded positive 
linear functional on the space of (compactly supported) continuous functions on 
X . As a result, by virtue of the Riesz representation theorem, the weak* limit 
can be represented as a Borel measure, and this measure wi l l turn out to be the 
doubling measure that we need. The general case where X is a complete metric-
space wil l be treated by exhausting X with compact subsets Xk of X\ according 
to the compact case above, each Xk will carry a doubling measure "如 and we 
shall choose a subsequence of jii； that converges weak* on any compact subset of 
X . We shall then represent this weak* limit as our desired doubling measure by 
means of the Riesz representation theorem; the doubling condition on the com-
plete metric space ensures that the space is locally compact, and this justifies the 
use of the theorem. In the latter part of Chapter 2, we shall also give some more 
'naturally-arising' examples of doubling measures, in the classical setting of E" 
and Rieinaniiian manifolds. 
Chapter 3 represents the new results in the thesis. There we study the 
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self-similar measures “ associated with a finite system of contracting similtudes 
{F j } fL i on M". In the case where a certain separation condition, usually known as 
the open set condition, is satisfied, we char act erize the conditions on the weights 
of jj for which is doubling on its support, namely the attractor K associated 
with {F i } as defined by (1.0.1) (Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.9). A mmibei. of 
interesting examples are given. In the case where the open set condition is not 
satisfied, we consider the case of an infinite Bernoulli convolution associated with 
the golden ratio, or alternatively the [0,1] unit interval with the self-similar struc-
ture defined hy Si(x) = px and 52(x) 二 / ? ( t - 1) + 1, where p = is the golden 
ratio. We show there that there is only one self-similar measure (with respect to 
this self-similar structure) that is doubling on [0’ 1], namely the equal weight one 
(Theorem 3.6). This wil l be done by means of a special device of Sti.idiai.tz [STZ . 
which effectively allows one to calculate the measures of the cells 1] for any 
finite word w. (I have learned from Strichartz that this interesting observation is 
a result arising from an iiuinerical experiiiieiit in his REU programme.) 
Finally, in Chapter 4, we give some applications of general cloiil)ling measures. 
We shall begin by discussing a theory of singular integrals as described in Stein 
Si. Chapter 1]; the key ingredient there includes a maximal function theorem, a 
covering lemma and a Calderon-Zygmund decomposition. The discussion will be 
carried out in a general setting where the underlying space is M" equipped with a 
'nice' Borel measure that is doubling on its support. Over there, the question was 
discussed in a greater generality than M" equipped with a metric; as long as we 
are given a 'nice' family of 'balls' on M", the theory would work. In particular, the 
theory will work for the class of doubling self-similar measures that we studied in 
the Chapter 3. Next we discuss a theory of local Sobolev spaces on a space that 
carries a doubling measure, on which a certain Poincare inequality is assumed 
to hold. This follows closely the work of Hajlasz and Koskela [HK2]. In the 
last section, as a remark we also said a few words on what can be done if the 
underlying measure is not doubling. 
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In the '2nd Conference on Anal3^sis and Probabilit,y on Fractals' that was held 
at Cornell University, June 2005,1 learned from Kigarni that he has independently 
discovered a set of equivalent conditions for the measure to be doubling while he 
was studying (upper and lower) heat kernel estimates on self-similar sets [Ki2 . 
There he developed a more sophisticated language that is particularly suited to 
his purposes; he introduced the notion of scales on the symbolic space, which 
enables one to define on the self-similar set a one-parameter increasing family of 
open sets 'centered at a point' (that one can think of as a ball with a given center 
and radius), and a more general notion of doubling using these 'balls'. Our set-up 
is more direct and the conditions are easier to apply, and our target is more on 
the singular integral on self-similar sets in W \ rather than the heat kernel on the 
general metric-measure spaces. It is hoped that our more concrete approach wil l 
be more easily assimilated. 
Chapter 2 
The basics of doubling measures 
2.1 Existence of doubling measures 
In this section "u-e shall survey some existcncc results about doubling measures 
oil general metric spaces. The main result. simply put. says that a complete 
metric space supports a non-trivial doubling measure if and only if there exists a 
positive integer N such that in any ball of radius 2r there are at most N points 
that are mutually separated by a distance of at least r: we call such metric space 
a doubling metric space. This is essentially in Vol'berg and Konyagin [VK]. 
、V] and Luukkainen and Saksman [LS], and we shall adopt their constructions 
here. 
We shall prove the above result in a more precise form. In doing so we need 
a couple of definitions (following [LS]). Let X be a metric space. If C > 1 and 
s > 0, then we shall say that X is (C. s)-homogeneous if in any ball Bxvi-r) (with 
X e X, r > 0 and A > 1) there exists at most CA® points that are mutually 
separated by a distance of at least r. If c > 1 and ^ > 0, then we say that a Borel 
measure /i on A" is (c, /)-homogeneoiis if for any x e A,，r〉0 and A > 1 we have 
Note that if a metric space X is doubling in the sense described previously, then 
( 
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it is (C, s)-homogeneous with C = N and s = log^ N: conversely, if X is (C, s)-
homogeneoiis for some C and s then it is doubling in the previous sense (with 
N = Also, if f.L is measure that is doubling on X with doubling constant D, 
then i-L is (c, i)-homogeneous with c = D and t = log」D; conversely if /j is (c, t)-
homogeneous for some c and t, then it is doubling on X wi th doubling constant 
D = c2�Now define the Assouad dimension dim.^yV of a. metric space X to be 
the infimum of all s > 0 for which X is (C. s)-homogeneous for some C > 1; 
also define the Vol 'berg-Konyagin dimension dimr/、'A' of a metric space X to be 
the infimum of a l H > 0 for which X supports a non-trivial (c, ^)-homogeneoiis 
Borel measure for some c > 1 (non-trivial in the sense that it is not identically 
zero or infinity; this implies, via the doubling condition on the measure, that the 
measure of any ball is positive and finite). The key theorem of this section is as 
follows: 
Theorem 2.1. If C > 1. s > 0 and t > s, tfien there exists c > 1 (depending 
only on C. a and t) such that every (C, s)-homogeneous complete metric space X 
supports a non-trivial (c. t)-hom.ogeneoiLS Borel measure.. 
Observe that if a complete metric space is (C, 6)-hoinogencoiis for some C 
and s, then it is locally compact (since then each point has a neighborhood that 
is complete and totally bounded). This allows us to use the Riesz representation 
theorem to represent every positive linear functional on Cc(A"), the space of all 
compactly supported continuous functions on X , as an integration against a non-
negative Borel measure, thereby reducing the construction of a doubling measure 
on X to a construction of a suitable positive linear functional. This linear func-
tional wil l arise as a weak* limit of some measures that are constructed by means 
of a suitable mass distribution. 
It should be emphasized that the above scheme will not work without the 
condition that the underlying metric space is complete; for instance, the set. of 
rationals supports no non-trivial measure that is doubling on it. (Indeed if there 
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is a Borel-regular measure f i on Q that is doubling on Q, then for i t to be not 
identically infinity, we have / i (0 ) < oo for some open subset O of Q, so /li^B) < oo 
for some open ball B C Q； by the doubling condition on (i, this implies that 
f-i(B) < 00 for any ball B C Q. Hence for any x G Q, we have ^{{x}) = 0: this 
follows from the fact that for any r E Q, r > 0, we have by the doubling condition 
on II that 
八X + r)) < Ci.i(Br(x + 7.)) (C - 1MB,,[X + r)) > "({a:}). 
Letting r — 0, we have / / ( { x } ) < (C - l ) / i (门•。(^：. o; + 2r)) = 0，so " ( Q ) = 
" ( L U q W ) = 0.) 
Also note that in [VK], for any 77 G N and 0 < s < a compact set in 
M" was constructed such that it is {C. s)-homogeneous with the induced metric, 
while it does not support a non-trivial (c, 5)-lioinogeneo\is Borel measure on it. 
I l l other words, in general one cannot replace t > s hy t = s in the statement of 
the theorem. 
Finally let us observe that the theorem implies； in particular, that dim..iA' > 
(liniVA-A\ Now it is relatively simple to see that we always have the opposite 
inequality diin.^A'' < dim；• a-A': In fact if “ is a non-trivial (c. /)-homogeneous 
Borel measure on a metric space X for some c > 1 and t > 0. then for x G X. 
r > 0 and 入 > 1, if m is the maximum number of points in the ball Bxr(x) whose 
mutual separation is at least r , then calling these m points 2.1’ X2, . . . , we 
have 
in ni 1 
j= l j = l \ ) \ ) 
from which we see that m < (c6')A'. I t follows that then X is (C, /)-hoinogeneoiis 
wi th C = Hence we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.2. If X is a complete metric space, then dim^vY = dimy. 
Since X is doubling if and only if d i i n W < oc，and X supports a non-trivial 
doubling Borel measure if and only if diinv7、-X < do, from this corollary we have: 
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Corollary 2.3. A complete metric space supports a non-trivial doubling Borel 
measure if and only if it is doubling. 
We shall first prove the following special case of Theorem 2.1 (following [VK 
and [W]), and then use it to prove the full statement in Theorem 2.1. 
Proposition 2.4. Theorem 2.1 holds for compact metric spaces. 
Proof. Fix C > s > 0 and t > s’ and let / I > 22 satisfy .4' > CA' (so this .4 
depends only on C, i and s). Let (.Y. p) be a (C, 5)-homogeneous compact metric 
space. Wi thout loss of generality, assume that diaii i(A') < 1. Adopting some 
ideas from [W] and [VK]. we shall construct, by means of mass distribution, a 
non-trivial (c, / )-homogeiieous Borel measure fi on A', w i th c = depending 
only on C. s and /: 
Let .9u C .S'l C .9-2 C . . . l)e subsets of .Y such that each 5V is a maximal 
net on X (iiieaiiing that any two points in Si； are separated by a distance 
of at least .4一人’，and for each point in X there is a point in S^ such that the 
distance between them is smaller than To each G 5/,. we associate a 
subset T(ai,.) C whose elements we call the branch points of a人.，such that 
{T(ak)}a^es^ is a partit ion of Sa.+ i ’ w i th 
n � C T(a,) C (2.1.1) 
(This does not define the r(a人,)uniquely, hut any fixed choice of such T(a/,.) wil l 
work for what follows.) Then each T(a},.) has at most CA^ < A' elements. This 
makes it possible to define a sequence of measures {f-ik}^=o on X inductively as 
follows: Let /io being the unit point mass at the only point in 5o, and when “人， 
has been defined, let each be obtained from /u, by mass distribution, such 
that /.f/^ .+i is supported on 5\-+i，and 
/U’+i({aA;+i}) = ix’(cu.+ i.aA.)"({fl.A.}) 
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whenever a人.+i G T{af.) for some a/,. ^ where 
‘ 
if Ofc+i cik 
1 - (\T{a,)\ - l)A-' ifa/^’+i 二（u. 
\ 
and denotes the number of elements of T(ai^). Observe that 
E = (2.1.2) 
for all a", E S^, and that 
.4-' < 卞二}) < 1 (2.1.3) 
whenever a人.+i G r(a人.)for some at, G S .^. As a result of the former f ik{X) = 1 
for all k. which means that each //人..when identified as an element in the dual of 
C'c{X). has norm all equal to 1. Thus by the Banacli-Alaoglii tlieor(、m. ///,. has 
a siil^seqiience which converges weak* to a bounded linear functional on C 
which is positive since each //人.is. Since A' is compact. by the Riesz re])r(\seiitatioii 
tlieoreiii. we can represent this weak* limit of the //^.'s as a non-negative Boicl 
measure “ on X . where = 1. shall show that this // is our desired 
non-trivial (c. /)-liomogeiieoiis Borel measure on A'. We need a few Iciiiiiias. 
Lemma 2.5. If Bi and By are two balls in X such that Bi C 8-2. where Bi 
denotes the dosed ball with the same radius and center as B\, then 
(.1(8-2) > limsiipi.ii(Bi) and f-i{Bi) < l iminf 
“ 00 
Proof. Simply take a continuous function f: X — [0,1] such that / = 1 on B^ 
and / 三 0 outside Bo： if a and r is the ccnter and radius of Bi and R(> r ) is the 
distance of a to the complement of B:�then when g: R [0,1] is a continuous 
function such that 三 1 on (—r, r ) and g = 0 outside {-R. R), f(x) 二 g(p(x, a)) 
is such a function. I t follows that 
"(5.2) > / / ( / " = l im / " / " / > l i insup"/(战） 
Jx / - o o 
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and similarly 
l-i{Bi) < f Jclfi = l im [ fd^n < l i n i i n f ^ K B . ) . 
J X '-'oo J X 
• 
Lemma 2.6. If I > k, then 
l-'k[{cik}) < l-Ll{B2A-^^iaK-)) 
for all a人.G S^. and 
for all X G A". 
Proof. Suppose I > k and f/人.G .SV- Wc shall introduce the notation T'{af^). 
which represents the set of all u/ G 5/ for which there exists a sequence <7人.+卜 
c/人.+2. . . . a/_i such that each a^ G Sp and each cip being a branch point of a"—[ 
p = A- + 1, + /. Then 
T'(a,) C (2.1.4) 
because if a,/ G 人 . ） a n d a人.+i. a人.+2, . . . a/_i are as in the definition of 了‘…人’） . 
then 
1-1 i-i 
ip 二 k p二 k 
the second inequality following from the second inclusion in (2.1.1). Also observe 
that by (2.1.2), 
Hence 
" 偶 A - 如 ) ） > MT'(cik-)) = f-^ki{ak}), 
1 3 
and for all x G A", we have 
"/(召 2A_《2：)) = ^liW) 
< E E "'(w) 
= E "'({w) 
because by (2.1.4) every 6/ E Si D B2A-((工）belongs to for some 6人.6 
SV. n JB丄4-《:c). • 
Lemma 2.7. If 人 - ) < 7.4"''' for some « 人 . , b 人 . G Sk, then 
" “ fa . } ) < 
M i M ) . 
Proof. If f)(af.. bf；) < for some Ok-- h € ‘％. we shall define c/q, c/i 
such that each is a bni i idi point of (i! G 5/. for / = 0. 1. 2. . . . . A' — 1: 
similarly, for bf- we define bo. bi bk-i- Let ko be the l)iggest integer for wliicli 
(U. = for all 0 < A' < k\). Then 人 . + b^ . for all k > k.o. W'e claim that if 
ko < k - 1, then for any m such that /<•() + 2 < in < k. we liave a,„ • c/"卜 1 and 
bn,半 b川一I: 
Indeed since a„卜 1 we have 
p(6A.,a,„_i) > p ( a „ 卜 - > -；^ 
with the second inequality following from the first inclusion in (2.1.1) and from 
(2.1.4); also, by (2.1.4) again, /9(a"，a„,) < 2A~"\ Hence we cannot have = 
a„j_i, for otherwise 
7 , " . > p{a,,h) > p(h.a,n-i) - p(am:a,) > ———4/1""' > 7.4-"， 
a contradiction. Similarly we cannot have 6,,! = and our claim is proved. 
It follows that 
/ 广 “ { M ) = G4-'广-切-V/o。+i({aM>i}) 
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and since a/^o+i and b^Q+i are both branch points of the same point a^ .^  = 6人.。，we 
have 
Trivially the same holds if A.o = A: — 1 or ko = k. This completes the proof of the 
lemma. • 
Proof of Proposition 2.4 continued. \Ve now verify that our fi is (c, i ) -
liomogeneous. Fix x E X. 0 < r < 1 and A > 1. Without loss of generality 
assume that Ar < 1. Let m and M be non-negative integers {m < M) such that 
4-(”】+i) < Ar < .4"'" and ^ - ( “ + ” < r < A ' ^^ . (2.1.5) 
Then fixing a point G such that x G i?,、-(.\H2> we have 
仪2.4-("+2)(aA/+2) Q Br{.v) (l)ecaiise if p(ij, avu+2) < 2:1—[、7+2) then ()[ij. x) < 
"(".('A/+2) + " ( … < 2:1 一 ( " + • - ) ) + , 4 — ( ' 、 R . - ) ) < -4-。、⑷）< r ) , so it follows 
from Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.6 that 
"(召r(丄•)) > l i m s u p ( c i M + o ) ) > l-iM+2{{(iM+2})- (2.1.6) 
/ 一 DC 
Next observe that invoking Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.G again, 
l.(.(Bxr{x)) < liminf",(B2-4-⑷）< V ",”({>,,,}). l — OO ^ ‘ 
(x) 
Taking am G Sm such that aM+o ^ we have, for G A B‘L4-m(:r). 
< ciM^2)^p{ciM+2： GrJ < 44—"+,4一…+2)十之/”"' < 
7.4""', so by Lemma 2.7. each term in the last sum above is at most “4'/ i({a,„}). 
and since there are at most C4® terms in the sum, we have 
^L{Bxr(x)) < (2.1.7) 
I t remains to observe that if 0^+2?…，Aaz+i are as in the definition of 
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then 
< + < . . . 
< ( 斤 + 2 一 卸 ( { — }) 
which follows from (2.1.3) and (2.1.5). Hence together w i th (2.1.6) and (2.1.7), 
we have 
^(Bxrix)) < < cXhi(Br(x)) 
from which we conclude ” is (c, /)-homogeneous. • 
It is now a relatively simple matter to prove Theorem 2.1, following [LS . 
P r o o f o f T h e o r e m 2.1. Fix C > 1. s > 0 and i > s. Let c he as in Propo-
sition 2.4. Let (A'.p) be a c:()iiipk、t(-、{C. .s)-lioinogeneous metric, space. We shall 
construct a non-trivial (c. /)-lioiiiogtTicous Borel measure supported on X . 
Fix a point j.() G X, and for I e N let Xi = {:r 6 A' : p(.r..ro) < /}. Then 
eacli X i is c.oinplete and totally boiuided (l)oc;ause it is bounded and (C. .s')-
lioniogeiieoiis). so each X丨 is c;oiii])ac:t. By Proposition 2.4. for cadi / there exists 
a non-trivial (c, ^)-homogeiieous Borel measure /.ii supported on Xi： without loss 
of generality, we assume /,z/(A"i) = 1 for all l. Then < = c7' 
for all k > I > 0. I t follows that for each I G N, is a weak* bounded 
sequence in the dual of Cc(Xi). and thus has a subsequence that converges weak* 
in Cc(X/)*. Apply Cantor's diagonal process to the double sequence {i.ik\x,}k>i>o： 
we obtain a subsequence {/.ii-j}^-^ of {///,.} that, upon restriction to any X/, con-
verges weak* to a bounded linear functional on Cc(Xi), Hence {"/>。}告i converges 
weak* to some linear functional on Cc(A^), which is positive since each 人’ is. Rep-
resenting this positive linear functional as a non-negative Borel measure “ on X , 
which is possible by virtue of the Riesz representation theorem (note now X is 
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locally compact), we have, for any x G X, r > 0 and A > 1, that 
l.i(Bxr{x)) < l im in f 
k—OO 
< l imsupc f ^ T T ^ ^ ) "a；(马i—)“a;)) 
k—oo \ [l-£) J 
for all c > 0, as in the proof of Lemma 2.5. Letting £ — 0 we obtain 
K B x r i x ) ) < cAV/(B,(.r)), 
so //. is (c. /)-hoinogeiieoiis. Also. //(7:?i/2(.fo)) < l im inf/o-^oo = 1 and 
//(A'2) > limsup人一"人.(Xi) = 1, so // is non-t r iv ia l in the sense that it is neither 
identically infinity nor identically zero. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
• 
Remark 1. As was pointed out in [VK] and [LS]. essentially the same proof, 
shows that there is a constant c„, sucli that every closed subset of M" supports 
a non-trivial (c„. /?)-lioinogeneoiis Borel measure. Simply note that if we use 
the metric p(x, y) = iiiaxi<.K„ — /y,-1 on M". which is equivalent to the usual 
Euclidean metric, then R" is a (C, n)-hoinogeneous metric space wi th C = 1. so 
in the construction of Proposition 2.4. we can simply take t = n. 
2.2 More examples of doubling measures 
The construction in the previous section may seem quite artificial. I t is interesting 
to know which of the 'naturally arising' measures possess the doubling property. 
This is the main theme of this section. 
The following result was stated in Stein [SI, Chapter 1.8.1): 
Proposition 2.8. On a connected compact Riemamiian manifold hi, if g is 
the Riemamiian metric, then the canonical Riemamiian measure fi defined by 
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dfi = V d e t y dx^ . . . c/x" is doubling on M with respect to the geodesic distance, 
where n is the dimension of M. 
Proof. Observe that the density of d/d, namely y^det 仏 is a positive continuous 
function on the compact set hi, and thus attains a maximum value A and a 
minimum value a > 0 on M. I t follows that given any R > 0, the function 
X I—> j.L{Bpi{x)) is positive and continuous on the compact set hi, and thus attains 
a positive minimum value on M . 
Let Xq G X and r > 0 be given. We want to show that :((》'((;。。))))is bounded 
above by a universal constant independent of Xq and r. By our previous observa-
tion, we may assiinie that r is sufficiently small, since f.i(M) < oo. Now observe 
that M can be covered by finitely many charts U\. Uo^ … ， s u c h that there 
exists a constant 〉0 that satisfies - < d(i\, y) < C'|j:—以| whenever 
there is a Uj That contains both x and y: here | • | is the Euclidean metric in the 
chart and d is the geodesic distance on the inanifokl. Hence we may assume that 
B2r{j-'o) is contained in one of these U/s: it then follows that 
"叫 • T o ) ) - a(C ' - i r ) " — a 
which is independent of the choice of Xq and r . • 
Wi thout compactness of the Riemannian manifold, we can stil l say something 
about the canonical Riemannian measure, as long as we have control on a lower 
bound of the Ricci curvature. The following result is well-known in comparison 
geometry. I t is a special case of a result quoted in Hajlasz and Koskela [HK2, 
Section 10.1]. The reader is also referred to the notes by Li, [Li. Theorem 2.1 and 
Corollary 2.3], for a proof of (a more general version of) the following theorem, 
which consists of a simple application of the Bishop-Gromov comparision theorem 
arid which we omit. 
Proposition 2.9. Let M is a complete n-dimensional Riemannian manifold. 
Suppose that the Ricci curvature is non-negative. Then for all x G M. r > 0. we 
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have 
KB2r(x)) < 2>(B,.0r))， 
where " is the canonical Riemannian measure and the Br(x) 's are geodesic balls. 
It follows that f.1 is doubling on M. 
For the convenience of the reader, we recall the definition of the Ricci curva-
ture tensor on a Riemannian manifold: Let M be a Riemannian manifold with 
Riemannian metric〈.,.〉. If we write the associated Rieinaiinian connection as V 
and define the Riemannian ciirvcitiire tensor as 
R(X, Y)Z = VxVyZ — VyVxZ — V[A',y']Z 
for smooth vector fields X. Y, Z on M. then the Ricx-.i curvature tensor is the 
symmetric 2-teiis()r on M whose components with rcspoct to an orthonormal basis 
are given by 
n 
A,=l 
To say the Ricci curvature is non-negative is to say that the Ricci curvature tensor 
is iion-ncgative definite at cach point of M . 
Xext it may be instructive to have an example where the canonical Rieman-
nian measure on a complete Rieiiianniaii manifold is not doubling on the manifold 
(c.f. Stein [Si, Chapter 1.8.1]): 
Proposition 2.10. The unit disc D = {2 G C: \z\ < 1}. when equipped with the 
hyperbolic metric ds = yjq^. has a Riemannian measure that is not doubling on 
D. 
Proof. This is because Br{0), the geodesic ball of radius r centered at the origin, 
has measure — e"'')-, so 
/,叫0)) - (e.r -
as r —> oc. • 
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Here comes another example associated with the Carnot-Caratlieodory metric 
(c.f. [SI, Chapter 1.8.3] and [HK2, Section 11]): 
Definition 2.11. Let M be a connected compact Riernannian m.anijold whose 
dimension is n. Let Xi； ..., be a family of real smooth vector fields on M 
for which there exists a positive integer m such that these vector fields and their 
commutator's of order not exceeding in span the tangent space at each point of M. 
We say that a piece wise smooth curve 7: [0, T] — M is admissible if there exists 
functions aj{t), I < j < k. such that 
k k 
� = 5 > 偶 ( 0 ⑴）a n d 
j=i j=i 
then we can define a nietric p on M such that f)(x. y) is the infimum of all T > 0 
for- which there exists an admissible curve -): [0. T] — M joining x and y for any 
ij E M. This metric w called the C a r not -Carat lieo dor}' metric on AJ. 
Proposition 2.12. If M and p are as in the above definition (ind (IjA is a measare 
given by a positive smooth density against the canonical Riernannian measure on 
M. then it is doubling on M with respect to p. 
More details can be found in Nagel, Stein and Waiiiger [XSWl] and [NSW2 . 
Finally, the following result is quoted in Stein [SI, Chapter 1.8.7]: 
Proposition 2.13. Let M" be equipped with the usual Euclidean metric. If dx is 
the usual Lebesgue measure, then d^i = \P(x)\°dx is a doubling measure on R" if 
P is a polynomial of degree d and a > —l/cL 
See [RS] for more details. 
The examples in this section all originate from the setting of R" and Riemaii-
nian geometry. In the next section we wil l discuss conditions for doubling for 
self-similar measures in a fractal setting, and see numerous interesting examples 
there. 
Chapter 3 
Doubling of self-similar measures 
In this chapter we wi l l mainly he conc:erned wi th necessary and sufficient condi-
tions for a self-similar measure on R" to be doubling on its support. Let 
be a finite system of similtudcs on R". Here by saying F, is a similtude we mean 
that there exists r, G (0,1) such that 
for all X. y 6 M". where |• | denotes the Euclidean norm. We call ?•/ the contraction 
ratio of F, and the collection {F , } an iterated function .njstern (IFS). Then as is 
well-known, there exists a unique non-empty compact subset K C R" such that 
N 
A � u 刷 ， 
(=1 
which we call the attractor (or the self-similar set) of the IFS {F , } ; also, given any 
set of probabil ity weights (which by definition satisfies 0 < p, < 1 for all 
i and p, = 1), there exists a unique Borel probability measure / i supported 
on K satisfying 
(=1 
for all Borel subset A of R". We call such a self-similar measure associated with 
{F i } w i th weights {p, } , and we study necessary and sufficient conditions under 
which such fi is doubling on its support K . 
20 
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Using the above notations, Olsen [O] showed that if 
A := mm{d{I<i, Kj) ： I < i < j < N} > 0, 
where /v, is a shorthand for Fi(K) and cl{Ki, Kj) denotes the (Euclidean) distance 
between the compact sets and K j , then any self-similar measure assocdated 
with {F i } fL i is doubling on its support K . In fact Olsen's theorem is more general. 
It works for graph-directed self-similar measures. See [〇，Lemma 5.3]. The case 
for A = 0 (for instance, connected self-similar sets) is more complicated, as we 
shall see. Mauldin and Urbanski [MUl , Leiniiia 3.14] proved that if {F,} satisfies 
the open set condition (OSC), then the associated canonical self-similar measure 
is doubling on its support K. (The definitions are restated in Definitions 3.7 and 
3.8.) Indeed their proof works for conformal measures associated with a finite 
coiiformal IFS, and they conchidecl that for such coiifoniial measures m. there 
exists a constant C > 0 such that whenever x is in the "attractor' of the confonnal 
IFS and r > 0, we have 
一 1 < 'n{Br(x)) < r — j.ii — ‘ 
with h being the Hausclorff dimension of the ‘attractoi,'. In [MU2]，they also 
proved a related result for infinite conformal IFS, providing a sufficient condition 
for the conformal measure to be doubling when the infinite conformal IFS is 
regular and satisfies a stronger separation condition than the OSC, namely the 
super-strong open set condition (SSOSC). They then used this as a tool to study 
infinite conformal IFS arising from continued fractions. 
In what follows, in Section 3.1, we shall consider a finite system of similtudes 
{F j } on R" that satisfies the OSC, together with its associated self-similar mea-
sures. We shall prove an equivalent condition on the weights of the self-similar 
measure for it to be doubling on its support: 
Theorem 3.1. Let ( F j ^ i be similtudes on M" with contraction ratios {r,};^^ 
that satisfies the OSC. Let K be its attractor. and let 广i be a self-similar measure 
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whose weights we denote by {pi}fLi. Then “ is doubling on K if and only if there 
exists a constant C > 0 such that for any (non-empty) finite words w and v that 
satisfies K^ C B{Ky, r^)； we have 
Pw < Cpy. 
Here B(F, r ) := {x G R" : dist(x, F) < r } for a closed set F. See Theorem 3.9 
for more details. As a corollary, we recover a special case of the result of Mauldii i 
and Urbanski which we quoted above: 
Corollary 3.2. Let {Fi}fL^ and K be as in Theorem. 3.1. Theii its associated 
canonical self-similar measure “ is doubling on K. 
A mmibei, of interesting examples will be given in Section 3.2. We shall 
characterize, in these examples, the weights for which the self-similar measure 
is doubling on the attract or. To name a few. the first example represents a 
case where there is a severe restriction on the weights of a doubling self-similar 
measure: 
Proposition 3.3. Suppose 
(a) Fi(x) = ^ = 1’2乂 on M with attractor [0.1], or 
(b) qi, c]2. (]3 are the vertices of an equilateral triangle and F人二) = (i = 
1.2,3) on E-, in which case the attractor is the Sierpinski gasket SG. 
Then in both cases, a self-similar measure is doubling on the attractor if and only 
if it is the canonical one. 
(!3 
A A Aiflv 
A). Ai. / y ^ f ik 
A A A A A A A 么 
qi Q2 
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In contrast to the above, the second example represents a case where there is 
no restriction on the weights of a self-similar measure for i t to be doubling on its 
support: 
Proposition 3.4. Let p € (0,1) and Fi, F2: [0,1] — [0,1] be linear maps such 
that 
Fi(0) = 0, Fi{l) = p = F.2{1) and A(0) = 1. 
Then any self-similar measure (i associated with {Fi.Fo} is doubling on its at-
tractor K = [0,1 . 
A'l 1<2 
F i ( l ) i F o ( l ) K { 0 ) = 1 
There are also iiitermodiatc sitiiatioiiy, whore there are .some matching condi-
tions oil the weights for the self-similar measure to be doubling. 
Proposition 3.5. Let the Sierpinski carpet K be the attractor of on R-,. 
where = for i = 1. 2,.... 8 and are vertices and mid-points of 
the edges of a square as shown in the following figure. Then a self-similar measure 
”(with weights j is doubling on the carpet if and only if 
Pi =P3=Po= Pi, P2 二 P6’ o/nd P4 = P8. (3.0.1) 
q\ 92 q-i qi Q2 qs 
Bl^ roro^ B^Hffifl!IMIi，ilfffflj:BH|ff|:|f|Hftj:||ffflm 
I I nnmn mmmj^ jn mi-fHtHLiwi nif^ m^ _ I unmiM—MBBtmwi^^^ f^linniiHfl…“-•SfliHi 
‘ • HHTIiHfl^^^BB Bni'nnfTfl.lHtlfl'.IH I I mimmummm BHilfHl …^^^^^^^^^^  
qs - I I 丨 gs l U m 
_ I iM.Hff i t i ' - t tHHti^lW Bt fUHmiH'HttHf l 'B i 
I i nmymmiHHHH^L——^^^^^ifliuftmnmumi 
I I ilB.mlltll.ll ily.llliltfl.lli j^ Si 
inrnnri 
Hfl'IWIfl*IHtHfl'HIHIt!llfMilW!HiniH"ltlHfl!tHIHH!iH 
Q7 qg q-o Qi QG 奶 
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Some other interesting examples are also discussed in Section 3.2. 
Finally, in Section 3.3, we shall consider the [0’ 1] interval wi th a different, self-
similar structure. We shall consider it as the attractor of the system of similtudes 
{S i , 52} on M, where 
Si(x) = px, S2{x) = p(x - 1) + 1 
and p = is the golden ratio. This is interesting because [0.1] and 5-2[0,1 
have intersection. In particular, this system of similtudes does not satisfy the 
open set condition. The study of self-similar measui.es associated wi th this system 
of similtudes is historically connected wi th probability theory: in fact the equal 
weight self-similar measure associated w i th { 5 i . So} is just an example of infinitely 
convolved Bernoulli measw^es ( ICBM). (The reader is referred to [LH, Section 1 
for an interesting account of the history of ICBM. See also [So].) We shall prove 
the following theoieni: 
Theorem 3.6. .4 self-similar measure “ associated with {5i, S^} is doubling on 
0.1] if and only if its weights satisfy = P2 =去. 
This wi l l be done by using a special device of Strichartz [STZ]. (The same 
technique has been used in [LN] to determine the L'^-spectrum of this equal-weight 
self-similar measure.) 
3.1 Open set condition and doubling 
Our main aim in this section is to prove the following necessary and sufficient 
condition for a self-similar measure to be doubling on its support. In the next 
section we shall illustrate the theorem wi th a number of interesting examples. 
Definition 3.7. A family of similtudes on M" is said to satisfy the open 







for all i — j. 1 < i j < N. We shall always denote by K the attractor of such 
m l , -
Let us remark here that if {FJJ^^ satisfies the OSC, then a self-similar measure 
“associated wi th it satisfies "(/(山)=pw for all (finite) words w, where K^j 
denotes Fuj{K) and { p j j ^ i are the weights of Here we have adopted the 
common multi-index notation: if Wi. uh... •, w'm G {1 .2 , . . . . N}, we say w = 
u'l W2... LUnr » (finite) word of length /??. and for such words we write 
Fw •= o F⑴o • • • o Fy^ …. 
and similarly p^； := PwiPiu2 • • 厂⑴:='''w：• • •广⑴These coiiveiiiciit nota-
tions shall be adopted throughout. 
Definition 3.8. Let on M" be a family of similtudes that satisfies the 
open set condition, and let r , be the contraction ratio for I < i < N. Then if s is 
the (unique) solution to the equation 
£ " = 1 ， 
1=1 
and if ji is the self-similar measure associated with whose weight is pi = rf. 
we call f.1 the self-similar measure associated with with natural weights. 
We also call such fi the canonical self-similar measure associated with 
Let us now prove the following theorem, which readily implies Theorem 3.1. 
Theorem 3.9. Let be similtudes on R" . with contraction ratios {r,}仏” 
that satisfies the OSC. Let K be its attractor. and let /./ be a self-similar measure 
whose weights we denote by {pjjlj. Then the following are equivalent: 
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(a) fi is doubling on K; 
(b) For any Ci > 0, there exists Co > 0 such that for any (non-empty) finite 
words w and v that satisfies K^ C Cir^), we have 
Pw < CoPv 
(c) There exist constants C\ ； Co > 0 such that for any (non-empty) finite words 
w and V that satisfies K'w C B(Ky^ Ciry). we have 
Pro < C-lPv 
Proof. Rescale if necessary, we assume that diam(A') = 1. Obviously (b) implies 
(c). "We shall first show that (c) implies (a), and then show that (a) implies (b). 
(c) (a): "Without loss of generality let us assume that (c) holds with some 
C\ < 2.、Vc define 
〜lax = ^max^r,-, = ^ m m r,. and p„如 二 /^ ；^〜厂,. 
and we let k be the smallest positive integer for which > 4(’「i. Also we take 
// G (0. ) and take 
Cs = min{"(A'u；): diam(A'u；) > //} > 0. 
Finally for a G (0,1) we let 
K = { w = IVi W2 . . • Wrr, ： r^iu-i-U^m < « < •.爲,卜i }， 
and if further x ^ K we let 
K，X = {w e Aa ： d{x, Kyj) < a}. 
I t then follows (see, e.g., Kigami Proposition 1.5.8) that there exists M > 1 such 
that for all a G (0’ 1) and all x G K, 
ih�工 < M. (3.1.1) 
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To prove “ is doubling on / \ , we wi l l show that for any x e K and r > 0, we 
have 
A仲2”⑷）< " ^ " ( B r W ) , (3.1.2) 
v • 
尸 nil 11 
where C4 = max {C2, C"^^} > 1： 
Let X G K and r > 0 be given. Let tt be the natural projection from the 
sequence space to / \ , and write x — 'n^viv^o-i . . . ) for some infinite word V\ V>V2, 
Take m to be the smallest positive integer such that ry^v2...v,n < 广 Then 
(工）5 八.1,1 I'm, 
SO 
/J(Br(a：)) > m(KviV2...v,J = Pv:v2...vm- (3-1.3) 
Now to prove (3.1.2) we want to estimate (丄))，we look at two cases: 
Case 1: diam(八‘叫"t.J > 
I t follows easily from the definition of C'3 that 
A/C' 
/^ inin 
SO (3.1.2) holds in this case. 
Case 2: < ?;. 
Then 7\,】t’2."t，m < ” , so < 77 < rJtJ, from which it follows that m > k + 1. 
Define v to be the finite word V1V2.. . Vjn-k-i- Then by the minimality of rn and 
the choice of k, we have 
l > r , = ~ 厂 • … > > (2C\—i)(2r). 
T . r 人 、 、 丄 • U m - m _ 41... V,n -1 ‘ ITiaX 
So by 2r < < 1, we have 
B2r{x)nKC y K � , (3.1.4) 
weA2r,x 
and for each w 6 八2”、0：, we have 
dmm(Kyj) < 2 r < y r , . (3.1.5) 
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wi th 
d[Kyj, Ky) <2r < " ^TV (3.1.6) 
It follows that for each such lu, we have 
I < w Q B { K y , C i r y ) , (3.1.7) 
and we can then use our assumption in (c) to conclude that 
P⑴ < C^Pv (3.1.8) 
holds for each w G A2r,x- Hence, hy (3.1.1), (3.1.4) and (3.1.8), we have 
< Pu.< MC^Pv 
WeA2r,x 
Together w i th (3.1.3) it follows that in Case 2 we have 
fi{B2r{x)) < MC,}h, 二 MC, < MC, 
/ / (Hr(x)) Pt,i.i,2 …t’,,, Pmtn 
SO (3.1.2) is proved in Case 2 also, and we are done. 
(a) (b ) : Let C'l > 0 be arbitrary. Recall that { F J satisfies the OSC; we 
let 0 be the open set in the definition of the OSC. Since we are working in R" . 
it is known (see. e.g. [H], [M] and [Sc.]) that we may assume in addition that 
•门 / ( + 0. Thus if we take tq G O n K and Br^{xo) C 0，then choosing 
a一 1 G (0, i?o), ^ve have, for any finite word u, that there exists x G A ; and 
r > such that Br(x) A AT〔 (One can simply take x 二 Fi,(:ro) and 
r = 7\’Ro; then Br{x) , being an open ball that is disjoint from all the open sets 
Fu(0) for which “ does not begin wi th v, must be disjoint from all such K^^ as 
well, since F„{0) D /、：• This says Br(x)门 K C Suppose now is doubling 
on K . Then for the q chosen above, there exists a constant Co > 0 such that 
"(5(c、+i)ar( i)) < C2i.i{Br(x)) foi, all X G K and all r > 0. So let w and v be 
finite words that satisfy 
A'^  C C'lr,,). (3.1.9) 
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Then choose x e Ky and r > Q~Miam(/\i；) such that n A' C Ky, we have, 
by (3.1.9), that 
Kw Q 5(Ci + l)r,(a：) C B(Ci + l)ar(工)• 
I t follows that 
Pw = < "(%:i + l)ar(a：)) < C2l.l{Br{x)) < Cof-liKv) = C.肌， 
and our assertion (b) is proved. • 
Remark. In practice, to use part (c) of the above theorem to check that a self-
similar measure /ii is doubling on its support, we can assume in addition that the 
first alphabets of the words w and v satisfy 
‘ 
⑴ 1 + , 、 
< (3.1.10) 
Ku,,门八 :】• 0. 
\ 
In other words, under the assmnptions of Theorem 3.9. to show that // is doubling 
on , it suffices to verify the following condition: 
(d) There exist constants C'l. C-i > 0 such that for any (non-empty) finite words 
w and u that satisfies Wi + Vi, K^^ n h\�+ 0 and K^ C B�Ki’X\r、)，we 
have 
Pw < C-zPv. 
This is proved in the following: 
Proof, (d) =4> (a): We use the notations in the above proof, except now we 
choose 7； to further satisfy 
“< mm{d(Ki, Kj): lu n Kj = 0, 1 < iJ < N}. 
Then when x G K and r > 0 are given, we shall choose the iVs and in as 
before, so that the lower estimate (3.1.3) remains valid. To obtain an upper 
estimate for p(召2r(工)),we again consider two cases: the proof in the case where 
3 0 
diam(A\,ji,2...i,^) > i] carries over, while in the case where < ?/, 
we sti l l obtain (3.1.4), wi th (3.1.5), (3.1.6) and (3.1.7) all continuing to hold for 
all w G 八27.’1. However, since now we only assume (3.1.8) to hold for those pairs 
of words w and v for which both (3.1.7) and (3.1.10) are satisfied, we have to 
reduce the situation to the case where (3.1.10) also holds. Indeed for w e A:),.,:, 
we see from (3.1.5) that the word v cannot begin with ⑴，so either 
(i) w begins w i th y, in which case obviously 
Pw < Pv < CaPv 
so (3.1.8) sti l l holds; or 
(ii) there exists a positive integer I such that a、i + r/, and we assume this I to be 
the smallest. We want to prove that ^ is bounded above by CV Without 
loss of generality we assume I = 1. (Otherwise consider tlie words w* and 
V* that are obtained from lu and u ies])ectively hy removing their first / — 1 
alphabets: then ^ = — . and the following argiiinent works for lu* and o* 
丄 l>r Pv* o 
in place of iv and【’•）Again we consider two cases: if diam(A\,) > //. then 
^ is at most 
< C3-I < O4： 
so (3.1.8) holds; if diam(A\.) < then Vy < " ’ and from (3.1.6) we have 
Kv) < —Tv < Ty < ” 
(recall without loss of generality we assumed Ci < 2), so in this case by 
our additional assumption on ?/, we have /！‘⑴丄 n A : ! 一 0，and together with 
(3.1.7) and Wi + {；1, we can invoke the condition (d) to conclude that (3.1.8) 
holds. 
This proves that (3.1.8) holds in both cases. Then the upper estimate of 
/ /(B2r(x)) follows as before, and so does the fact that ^ is doubling on K . This 
completes the proof. • 
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We remark here that in applying the above theorem and corollary, only words 
w and V that are sufficiently long need to be considered, as should be apparent 
from the proof. 
As a simple corollary of Theorem 3.1, we now prove Corollary 3.2，which is 
actually a special case of [MU l , Lemma 3.14 . 
Proof of Corollary 3.2. Let { r , } be the contraction ratios of {F , } . Then the 
canonical self-similar measure " associated with {F, } has weights pi = rf, where 
Q > 0 is the number that satisfies = 1- In view of Theorem 3.1, suppose 
w and u are finite words that satisfy K让 C B{K\,. /\’). Then 
so 
Pv> = C < 3、,；； = 3 V � 
and the eqiii\'aleiit condition of Theorem 3.1 holds wi th C = 3". Hence such // 
must be doubling on K . • 
3.2 Examples of doubling with OSC 
In this section、ve go to the examples. W i t h Corollary 3.2. we can now prove our 
characterization of the doubling self-similar measures on [0,1] and SG, as given 
in Propostion 3.3. 
Proof of Proposition 3.3. We already know, from Corollary 3.2, that the canon-
ical self-similar measures on [0，1] and SG are doubling on them respectively. 
Hence we only need to prove the converse. 
First, on [0,1], consider the words w = 12人’and v = 21、By Theorem 3.1. 
we see that for a self-similar measure " (whose weights we write as {p,}) to be 
doubling on [0,1], we must have the existence a constant C > 0 such that 
P2P1 
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holds for any positive integer k. Interchanging the roles of w and v, we indeed 
get the existence of a constant C > 0 such that 
—P2P1 一 
for all positive integers k. This implies pi = po, so / i has to be the canonical 
self-similar measure. 
The same assertion can also be proved by the following direct argument: Sup-
pose the weights of the self-similar measure jj satisfy P2 < Pi- Then lett ing 
= F i F f 一1(0) = i - 2"" ' G [0，1] and r", = 2" ' " , we liave 
"(B2r ’ , ,(x’„)) > + 2-叫） 
= f i { F , F r ' [ 0 , i j ) 
_ / , ( F i i T - 2 [ 0， l ] ) 
P2P'r' 
— 川 一 *〉 
P i P " -
—> oc as ni — oc. 
I 1 ( • )~) 1 
0 工 m i 1 
2 
压r,“工m) 
It follows that such can never be doubling on [0,1]. This completes our 
proof in the case of [0，1 . 
Al l argument similar to the above works for SG. • 
The key point here is that each piece of the self-similar set touch another 
piece essentially at a ' junction point'. This forces the non-canonical self-similar 
measures to fail to be doubling in the above examples. 
The above example is a case where there are severe restrictions on the weights 
of a self-similar measure for it to be doubling on its support. Next we prove 
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Proposition 3.4, which represents a case where there is no restriction on the 
weights of a self-similar measure for i t to be doubling on the at tract or. and still 
A = 0 (here A := min{d(/\,-, Kj): 1 < < J < iV} as in the beginning of this 
chapter; recall that when A > 0 any self-similar measure is doubling on the 
attractor). This may be contrasted wi th Proposition 3.3. 
P r o o f o f P r o p o s i t i o n 3.4. According to Theorem 3.9 and the remark after it, 
to check whether a self-similar measure (.i is doubling on K = [0,1], we only need 
to consider the pairs of cells /\i2ia. and Kz)!^, where k G N. This is because if 
V and w are words that satisfy Kw ^ 13[1\\”7\’) and W\ + Vi, then w has length 
not i i iuch shorter than that of v (if not longer), so without loss of generality, we 
may assume that v — 12]/, and lu = 221^". or vice versa, (observe that it suffices 
to consider the shortest possible w, since Pu, decreases when the length of iv 
increases). However, the measures of AY21 人 and K.j^i、matches up automatically: 
indeed if、ve write the weights of ,/ as pi and p?. then 
"(八、2IQ PI ^―— = • 
"(八W ) P2 ‘ 
which is independent of k. Thus for this self-similar structure, any self-similar 
measure on [0，1] is doubling on [0.1]. • 
The case for the Sierpinski carpet is more interesting; the intersection of two 
different pieces is a line segment, and we show that there are doubling self-similar 
measures on the carpet that are not canonical, as was indicated in Proposition 3.5. 
Proof of Proposition 3.5. The necessity is easy as always: let “ be a self-
similar measure w i th weights {Pi} f= i that is doubling on the carpet K . Then 
by Theorem 3.1, considering the pairs of words (15人,，27” (note Fi(q^) = Foiqi)-
where (75 and (]7 are fixed points of F5 and F7 respectively), we see that there is 
a constant C > 0 such that 
c - i < e 4 < c 
P2P7 _ 
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for all k 6 N, which forces p^ = Pi- Similarly, by considering the pairs of words 
(15", 83^'), (37", 41”，(]#’，82” and (14", 28"), where k G N, we see that we must 
have (3.0.1) holding if i i is to be doubling on K . This proves the necessity. 
Next, the proof of the sufficiency follows from Theorem 3.1. Suppose the 
weights of the self-similar measure fx satisfies 3.0.1. Let w and v be finite words 
that satisfies Wi 半 t'l, Kyj^ 门 — 0 and A'u； C r^). Then writing 
w = Wi Wo . . . iCs and u = • • • .仏w e have s > in. Let us introduce an 
equivalent relation 〜by 
i ~ 3 ~ 5 ~ 7, 2 〜6 and 4 〜8. 
Since d(K让“ K\,) < r\’ = the size of a level m cell, a simple consideration of the 
geometry of the carpet shows that either 
Wi 〜Ui for all 1 < / < in, 
or 
there exists 1 < /'o < ni such that Wj 〜l’/ for all i < Iq 
S ^'io / 
Wj 〜1 〜Uj for all /"o < i < ???. 
V 
In either case, since pi = pj whenever i 〜j，we have 
Pv Pm'm 
Hence in view of Theorem 3.1. “ must be doubling on K . • 
W i th the exception of Proposition 3.4. the similtiicles so far are only translates 
of contractions towards the origin. Below we consider similtudes that involves 
rotations: 
Proposition 3.10. Let {gjf^i and be as in Proposition 3.5. Suppose 
Fi = F, for i = 1 .2 , . . . , 7. and let Fg = F^ o R where R is a counter-clockwise 
rotation through an angle of 7t/2 about the origin. Then the attractor K is still 
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the Sierpinski carpet, and a self-similar m.easure ft = XlLi跃A�is doubling 
on K if and only if 
Pi=P3 = P5 = Pi and p2 = Pa = P6 (3.2.1) 
(the only restriction on ps ‘is ps = I — pj)-
(]i 93 
I — • I “ 
A I A I A 
I I 
I I 
_ _ l _ _ 1 
I I 
(/8 丨 - I I " <74 I I 
1_ l _ _ _ 
" i ~ ~ r ~ __ 
f I f I f 
I I 
I I 
I • I 
(h % (1-0 
Proof. In fact po = p.\ = Pa is necessary for fi to be doubling on A', because 
F s M = and Fiiq^) = hh{ ( ]2 ) - Clearly we also need pi == fh = f)-。二 p7 
for /i to be doubling on 7v, as in Proposition 3.5. This proves the necessity of 
(3.2.1) for //, to be doubling on K . 
The proof of the converse implication is more complicated. It depends on the 
following fact： I f Kyj := Fuj{K) is a cell that intersects the straight line segment 
joining qi and qs, then the following eight cells have measures all comparable to 
one another: 
/vu,, mKJ, RHK^), 
(Here the R is as in the rotation as in the statement of the proposition, R- denote 
the composition of two R,s’ and —Kw denotes the set of all : G such that 
—z G Kyj, etc.) In fact if we take any two cells from the above eight cells, then 
the ratio of their measures must be equal to 1, p^/Ps or ps/p-i, which can be 
proved by induction on the length of w. Granting this, a careful analysis of the 
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geometry of the carpet (similar to the one in the proof of Proposition 3.5) shows 
that whenever w and v are two finite words for which Wi + Vi^ K.� ^门 Ky^ • 0 
and A'u； C B(A:’，7\’)，then 
^ < 丄 
Pv Pinn 
where Pm\n = mini<j<8P,. This proves the sufficiency of (3.2.1) for ft to be 
doubling on K . 
• 
This is an example where the similtudes involve reflections: 
Proposition 3.11. Let q\. q-i, (/3 be the vertices of an equilateral triangle. Let 
F,{z)=宇 for i = 1, 2, and let 
恥 ) = H ( 明 
\ 2 y 
where R is the reflection about the line joining (74 := (c/i + q•�2 and q^ := [ij) + 
f/3)/2. If lA IS an associated self-similar measure whose weights we write as {pJ ' /^ j . 
then it is doubling on the attractor K of {F,} if and only if p\ = 1)2. 
The attractor K is a connected set as in the following figure: 
Qa <?5 
•jgS .^j^ S^ 
q\ Q2 
Proof. Observe that F i , Fo, F3 all maps the trapezium ciAqiq-zQb into itself, and 
they satisfy the open set condition wi th the open set being the interior of the 
trapezium. For f i to be doubling on the attractor K . according to Theorem 3.9 
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and the remark after it，we only need to match up the measures of the following 
pairs of cells (which are of the same size and intersect along IJ,•句 Ki A K'j): 
(凡231”、"^ 、332"0， （"^ 132'"，如31"0 aild (/\12"», Koim). 
This can be achieved if and only if pi = po. • 
Again w i th the exception of Proposition 3.4, the examples so far involve only 
similtiides of equal contraction ratios. It is indeed possible, and not too difficult, 
to treat the case where the similtiides have different contraction ratios. The 
following is the simplest example: 
Proposition 3.12. Let 0 = qo < (ji < q2 <•• - < = 1 be a partition of 
0,1] (N > 2). and let { F , } ^ ^ be a family of linear maps that satisfies F ; ( 0 ) = 
(wd Fi{l) = cy,. Denote the contraction, ratios of each F] by r.,.. Then the 
associated self-similar measure fi is doubliny on K := [0,1] if and only if there 
exists Q > 0 such that p\ = r f and = r%; here {Pi}fLi are the weights of /i. 
A'l A'-? . . . I \ \ 
I 1 1 1 1 
(JQ = 0 (1\ (l2 . . . qN-\ 仏Y = 1 
Proof. A simple consideration of the geometry, together wi th Theorem 3.9 and 
the remark after i t , shows that a self-similar measure / i is doubling on K := [0,1] if 
and only if there exists G > 0 such that the following holds for any 1 < /' < A'^-1： 
‘ 
diam(/\,-,vm) < diam(/(( ,+i) iO " (A ' / " ' " ) < 
< 
d i a m ( 八 < dmm{Ki^rm) " ( A V h ) i O <。 " ( / (， ' )• 
Simply put this is saying that 
{{m,k) e N2: < n + i r f } C {{m,k) e N^: p約 < C ^ m r f } 
and 
{ ( m , / 0 G N2: < n r ^ } C { (m, / r ) E N:): P i 士 < Cp鴻、. 
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But here the pi, n and r,.+i are not important; indeed it is easy to show that 
there exists C > 0 such that the above holds for all 1 < i < A^" - 1 if and only if 
there exists C i > 0 such that 
{ { m , k ) e N2: r - < r { } C { ( m , " ) e N'^: p：^  < CipJ} 
and 
{ ( m , / 0 G N^: < ； } C {(m，/r) G N"^: < . 
As a result, “ is doubling on [0，1] if and only if there exists C ' l〉0 sucli that for 
any 777 , k G N. we have 
| (m,A-) G N2: m > ^ A A C A,) G N"^: m > 
I “ logr.v J “ I “ logp.v logp.v J 
and 
{ (川 . , ) e N-^： k > J ^ m l c ( K AO + . 
I log /'i j ~ V — log Pi log Pi J 
This is cciiiivaleiit to 
log Pi〉 loK n 
《log P.\ — lug r.v 
loS/>‘、'〉log ,.、, 
、log Pi — log 7 i ‘ 
i.e. 
log Pi = logP.v 
log n log fA：“ 
I f we call the above common ratio q ( > 0). then pi 二 rj^ and pjv = This 
proves that //. is doubling on [0.1] if and only if there exists q > 0 such that 
Pi = r f and 二 r义. • 
As a special case, when there are only two similtudes, the above theorem 
reduces to the following: 
C o r o l l a r y 3.13. Let t G (0,1) and Fi^Fy： [0,1] [0，1] be defined by Fi{x)= 
Tx, and F2{x) = (1 — t)x + r . Then an associated self-similar measure // is 
doubling on [0,1] if and only if there exists q > 0 such that the weights {Pi-Pi} of 
satisfies pi = r ^ and p�=(1 — r ) " ; this happens if and only if {.l is the Lebesgue 
measure on [0,1 . 
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In fact, since i t is required that p i + P2 = 1，when pi = and p) = (1 - t)^, 
we have r " + (1 — r ) " = 1, so a = 1, pi = r and po = 1 - r. I t follows that ji is 
the usual Lebesgue measure on K = [0,1 . 
i<\ Ko 
I 1 1 
0 丁 1 
Finally we sketch two more sophiscatecl examples of how Theorem 3.1 can be 
used to determine the doubling measures on a self-similar set. 
Proposition 3.14. Let (h.q.2'(l3 he the vertices of an equilateral triangle, and let 
Fi (i. = 1,2,3」be defilled by F,(c) = Let F‘i he F3 followed by a translation 
such that R\{q:i) = Xq, where Xq = liniA—oc Fu�.((h) and 
u，A> = 312123121.12^-1 
for all positive integers k. Then a self-similar measure // = P ' M � i s 
doubling on the attractor K if and only if pi = p-y = P3. 
qi qi 
“(《、:'X •、“ A 
/ L __X ^ ^ i^ A 差 人 
<73 (12 (J3 Q2 
Proo f . Observe that {F , } are similtides that satisfies the OSC. with the open 
set being the interior of the triangle qiq-yQs- So the sufficiency is clear from 
4 0 
Theorem 3.1: we only need to consider the cells that contain the point j:o = 
Ei((l3). The proof of necessity is harder, and goes as follows: 
In fact if a self-similar measure {i is to be doubling on K , then since and 
Kyj^ are cells of the same size that have a non-empty intersection, by Theorem 3.1, 
there must exist C > 0 such that their "-measures Pap'^'^^ and p2p\p2~ have ratios 
bounded by C, i.e. 
P3P1P2 
As a result, there exists a constant Ci > 0 such that 
c「 i < ^ < c , 
P1P2 
for any k E N. Taking logarithm, we get 
- l o g Ci < (logps - bg7)2)/i,2 + (logP3 — log Pi) A- < log C'l 
for all k G N. This implies log^3 —logp2 = logp3 —logpi = 0’ so pi 二 p.! = P3‘ • 
Proposition 3.15. Let cji = (—1.1) and q.[ = (0.0). Let Fi{z) = ^^ and 
Ei(z)=学.Also let 
F-I = R^/2 o F i and F3 = R—^^ji�F]. 
where Rg denotes the counter-clockwise rotation about the origin through an angle 
0. Then letting K be the L-shaped region obtained by removing the square (0,1] x 
—1.0) from [ - 1 ,1 ] X [—1,1],'⑴e see that K is the attractor 0/ {F]}~j=i，{F,} 
satisfies the open set condition with the open set being the interior of K, and a 
self-similar measure ji = 跡 � F � i is doubling on K if and only if pi = ^4. 
Qi 
I I I 
Fi I F3 
I 1 
I I 
I Fi I 






Proof. There are a lot of cells that we have to match up initially, but after 
applying the condition pi = p‘i (which is obviously necessary for f.i to be doubling 
since F\(q4) = Ki(g i ) ) to match up the cells that are close to the intersection of 
I \ i and /(4，it turns out that the rest all reduce to the matching of the measures 
of the cells K^^ and R{Ku,), where K ^ is a cell that intersects the line segment 
joining (—1,1) and (—1，—1)，and R is the reflection along the line joining qi and 
The measures of these cells 'automatically' match up, because each such pairs 
of cells correspond to pairs of words that takes the form 
and 
where the />.,,‘s are non-negative integers. This finishes the sketch of the proof of 
that / i is doubling on A'. • 
3.3 Bernoulli convolution and golden ratio 
Let p = be the golden ratio, and let 5 i (x ) = px, S 2 ⑷ = p [ x — 1) + 1 be 
contractions. Then [0,1] is the attractor of { 5 i , 5'2}. Let 
/u = Pill o S「i + pofd o 
be the associated self-similar measure on [0.1], where 0 < pi < P2 < ^ and 
Pi + = 1. We shall prove Theorem 3.6 by showing that this “ is doubling on 
0,1] if and only if = p〗二 
The theorem is interesting because 5i[0,1] and >52[0,1] have large overlaps, 
which are in general difficult to handle. To overcome this difficulty, we make use 
of the nice observation due to Strichartz [STZ]: 
Let Tq = Si Si, Ti = S1S2S2 = SoSiSi and T2 = S2S2. Then {To, Ti, To} is a 
system of similtudes on R, wi th [0,1] being its attractor. Moreover, {To, Ti. T^} 
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satisfies the OSC, wi th the open set being (0’ 1). The only difficulty here is that 
the measure “ defined as above is not self-similar w i th respect to {Tq ,T i ,T2} , 
which prevents us from directly using the results in Section 3.1. However, as 
observed in [STZ], does satisfy a second-order self-similar identity with respect 
to {To.Ti.T-z}： 
For any Borel set A' C [0,1] and for i = 0，1,2, we have 
(/.i(ToT,X) \ f "(TVO� 
fiiT.TiX) =Qi " ( T U 。 ’ （3.3.1) 
V " 畑 A 。 / \ / 仍 A ' ) / 
where 
^ pi 0 0 \ / 0 pf 0 \ f 0 Pj 0 ^ 
Qo = p'iP2 pip2 0 , Qi = 0 P1P2 0 and Q2 = 0 pip_> pi pi • 
^ 0 /J2 0 y \ 0 pI 0 J \ 0 0 p j J 
Also “ is continuous, w i th 
"(ro[o,i]) 
广 V UL . 1-PIP2 
< "(71 [0.1]) = r ^ ^ 
A U . J / I - P 1 P 2 
/ ^ -L • “ 1-P1P2 
We wi l l use the above to prove Theorem 3.6. 
Proof of the necessity of Theorem 3.6. If on the contrary 0 < < p2 < 1， 
we shall show that the self-similar measure (.l is not doubling on [0,1]: 
Clearly, for any non-negative integers m, TV r f [0,1] and ToT^^^lO, 1] are two 
intervals that intersect only at a point, and we have 
| r i r j " [ Q a ] | _ 产+3 —丄 
ToTS'^'lo, i]| = 产 二 —p' 
We wil l compute "(了17：^"[0’ 1]) and 1]). First, observe that by (3.3.1), 
we have, inductively, that for any m > 0, 
1]) = P Im(7T- '10 , !]) = • • • = p f ' ^ - ' M i m 1]) 二 r ^ ^ ' 
丄—PlP2 
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As a result, we can prove inductively that for in > 0，we have 
M T V i n O , 1]) 二 [ r i p r + i — j : (3.3.2) 
Indeed the case m = 0 is trivial, and when the above holds for some non-negative 
integer m - 1，we have, by (3.3.1) again, that 
" ( T V r n O ’ 1)) = 1]) 
= P r n j ^ ^ E p r H + P i P ^ r ^ 
1 - P1P2 ；^ l-PlP2 
This proves (3.3.2), and by s>'minetry, we have 
川 + 1 川 + 1 
1]) = •广i-J. m > 0. 
Hence from (3.3.1) we see that 
川 + 1 2 "‘+‘ 
//(了277+1[0.1]) = p_ ) / / ( r i r no , i ] ) = ⑴ ^ 
1 — P 傲 ^ 
It follows that 
1]) _ 1 广P2丫” 
for all non-negative integers ???. Since 0 < pi < po < 1, we see that the above 
fraction tends to infinity as m — oc. This proves that f.i is not doubling on 
0,1]. • 
Next we prove the sufficiency of Theorem 3.6. Suppose Pi = P2 = i.e. 
” = 每 " 。 5 7 1 + I /J O S ; 、 (3.3.3) 
Then the Q/，s in the self-similar identities (3.3.1) becomes 
/ i 0 0 \ / 0 i 0 \ / 0 I 0 \ 
Qo= I ^ 0 , Qi= 0 i 0 , Q2= 0 i I , (3.3.4) 
I m o J T 0/ 0 iy 
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wi th //(To[0,1]) = //(Ti[0,1]) = ,/(T|2[0，1]) = For later convenience, let us write 
qi = To{l)(= T,{0) = p% q.2 = 7 \ (1 ) (= T^M = \ - = p), and g,, = TMj) for 
i = 0,1，2 and j = 1,2. We wi l l call these 8 points 'junction points'. 
:ro[0,l] [0’1] 了2[0’1: 
I 1——I 1——I~I 1 1——I 1 
0 Qoi (]02 (li quQii q-i q-n (I22 1 
To show that “ is doubling on [0’ 1], we wi l l use the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.16. There is a constant M such that whenever x G [0,1] and r > 0 
satisfy (JI e /?2r(.p)； we have i.i{B-2r(x)) < Mi.L{Br(x)). 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1. without loss of generality, we wil l only 
consider the case where r is sufficiently small (for if we restrict to large r. then 
B r i r ) wi l l always coiitaii i a cell h'⑴ that is not too small, so :((》:((;))))< is 
always bounded by a constant that is independent of .r and r). 
First, since BoAj^) Q 万.ir((7i), if we take m to be the largest positive integer 
such that 4r < (such 川 exists since r is assumed to be small), then 
B2r{x) C ToT^"[0, 1] 
since the set on the right hand side contains Bp2m+3[(h) ^ 打(^ /i). Note that by 
a direct computation using (3.3.1), we have 
" ( r o r n o， i ] ) = i ( o + ! + W ) = W 
A 、 u 2 L ’ J / 3 、 I 4 m I 4 7 7 J > 3 . 4 m 
and 
/ ' ( r i r n o , i ] ) 4 ( & + ^ +。) = f ： ^ . 
Hence we obtain an upper estimate for namely 
< 1]) + "(riTHO，1]) < 
for some universal constant a > 0. 
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Next, since by maximality of m, p2(川+i)+3 < 4”, we have < 厂 But 
p2("'+4) = m i n | 7 y o , l ] | ’ 
where | • | denotes the Euclidean length of an interval and the minimum is 
taken over all words of length m + 4. Since Br(x) is an interval contained 
in ToT2^ [0,1] U TiTq" [0,1], we infer that B r { x ) contains an interval of the form 
ToXrTiTjniO, 1] or for some ij,k e {0 ,1,2} . I t follows that 
l.i.{D,.(x)) > in in{c i , C2}, where 
( 
\ 
c‘2 = mil l l l ) 
To estimate c:)，note that for j . k E {0 .1 ,2} . \vc have, by (3.3.1). that 
fi{T\Jl"TiT/I\-[Q、1]) = ^ sum of all entries in the sccoiid row of 
o 
However, if a matr ix H has 11011-negative entries in the second row and has an 
entry in the second row that is at least 7. then for t 二 0，1. 2，we have that RQt 
has an entry in its second row that is at least. (This uses the fact that each 
row of Qt has an entry > ^ and that each Qf has only iion-negative entries: recall 
that now the Qf,s are given by (3.3.4).) Apply the above fact successively to 
R = QS' f 尺=QS 々丨 (R = QSViQj 
< ,< ，and , 
t = i t = j t = k 
\ V V 
and using the fact that Qq has an entry of 号击 in its second row. we get that 
Qo^QiQjQk lias an entry of size at least ：^  号击 in its second row. Hence 
"(7V7^'r,7}71.[0，1]) > ^ ^ 
where 3 is a universal constant. This holds for all i,j, k G {0,1,2} , so 
^ 3 m 
C o > l3—. 
—广 4川 
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Similarly, noting that the first row of Q.y is (O,長，^^)，we have that Q『always 
contains an entry of size m a x { ^ , > m its first row (note now m > 1), 
so by the same argument as above we get 
ci > p—. 
上—^ 4?n 
As a result, we get our desired lower bound for /./(Br(x)), namely that 
l-t{Br{x)) > min{ci,c2} > l3告. 
Together w i th our estimate for //(jB2r(x)), we get 
q J t _ 
for some constant M independent of x and r. • 
Proof of the sufficiency of Theorem 3.6. Let x e [0.1] and r > 0 be given. 
Wc shall show that 
< M ^ r i x ) ) (3.3.5) 
holds for the same M as in Lemma 3.16. Note that this is tr ivial if q\ € B)r(x)\ 
by syinnictry. this also holds if qo 6 B ^ r M - Now suppose (/02 € Bo rM but 
qi 朱 B-zrU')'- then by Lemma 3.16 applied to the concentric balls C 
S「】（i^ 2r(J：)) 3 qu we get，by (3.3.3), that 
^(Br{x)) - i ^ S f W ^ -
so (3.3.5) holds. Repeating this argument, we see that (3.3.5) also holds if goi ^ 
Bori^) hut qo2 • B2r(x). Hciice (3.3.5) holds once B2r{x) contains 恥1 or (如. 
By symmetry, the same is true if Bori-r) contains g?! or 物-Furthermore, if 
q i j e Bori-c), then the above argument gives 
^ijBorix)) = lfi(S]:\B2r{x))) ^ hi{S^\B.2r{x))) < 
^{Brix)) ~ ll^L{S^\Br(x))) lll{So\Br{x)))"‘ 
since S「i(/、.(:r)) contains <701 and S2^{B2r{x)) contains (/21. As a result. (3.3.5) 
holds in this case as well, and by symmetry the same holds if qio G •B。”(工).Thus 
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we have proven that (3.3.5) holds once Borix) contains one of the 8 'junction 
points'. 
Now suppose B-zrix) does not contain any of the 8 ' junction points'. Then it 
is contained in some Tl^jJO, 1], /1./2 G {0 ,1 ,2} . Let /i?2.. • ik be the longest word 
such that Borix) C 丁“!].:. •.『/JO’ 1]. Then k > 2, and 丁“!]., • . .T i , (q j ) e B2r{x) 
for some j E {1, 2}. Thus wri t ing 
Br{x) = T“Ti.2. ..Ti^Bi 
— 〜 
we have q\ or cjo € Bo. Hence for any i G {0 .1 ,2} , TiBo contains a •junction 
point'. I t follows from the above that 
fi{TiB,) < 反） 
holds for any i = 0,1, 2. Hence by (3.3.1). \vc conclude that 
/4lhr(J:�) = /4TiJ]2 …TiA) 
丨" W i o � 
=( / " i - t l i row of the matrix . •. Q .J . ^liTiBo) 
V KTA) 
=oofiiToB.) + yi-i{T,B2) + 爲） 
< xMf.i(ToBi) + yMi.L{T,Bi) + zMf.i(T2Bi) 
=Ml.i{Br{x)), 
i f {x. y, z) is the ？i-tli row of the matr ix Qi^Qi.^... Q；^.. This proves (3.3.5), com-
pleting our proof of the sufficiency. • 
Chapter 4 
Applications of doubling 
measures 
In this chapter, we shall survey some instances where it is good to have a measure 
that is doubling on its support. In Section 4.1. wc shall explain a theory of sin-
gular integral operators in a setting where the undcrh-ing measure is doubling on 
its support. following Stein's book [Si]; the key features shall include a maximal 
function theorem, a Calderon-Zyginund decomposition and a l)ounclediicss theo-
rem for some singular integral operators, all coming with a doubling measure. In 
Section 4.2 we wi l l sketch how. in a general metric space, a p-Poincare inequal-
i ty implies a local Sobolev inequality, when the underlying measure is doubling. 
There the exposition will follow the memoirs of Hajlasz and Koskela [HK2]. The 
situation where the underlying measure is not doubling is outlined in the last 
section. The main reference there is the work of Tolsa [Tol - 4 . 
4.1 Singular integral operators 
The simplest classical example of a singular integral operator is the Hilbert trans-
form H on M; the underlying measure in this case is the usual Lebesgue measure, 
and the action of H on an Z/ function f on M (p G [1, oc)) is a convolution against 
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the kernel 1/y, namely 
Hf{x) = [ —f(y)dy. 
As such the integral may not be absolutely convergent, because the kernel has a 
point singularity at the origin; nevertheless, due to a cancellation property of the 
kernel (/(_尺，錢(_『,『） /^ydy = 0 for all i? > r > 0), if the integral is interpreted as 
a principal value, i.e. if we define 
/ / / ( r r ) = l im [ -±-f{y)dy, 
then the l imit converges pointwisely almost everywhere for all f G L^ (p G [1, oo)), 
and such H on L�(M) is of weak-type (1,1) and a bounded linear operator from Z/ 
to LP for p G ( l . oc). The Hilbert transform, and its higher dimensional analog, 
namely the Riesz transforms, arise naturally in harmonic analysis. For instance, 
for f G p E (1, oc), Hf is simply the boundary values of the conjugate 
liarinonic function of the Poisson integral of f on the upper half plane; using 
the Riesz transforms, one can prove, for f G C'?(R")，the space of all compactly 
supported C- functions, an a priori bound 
护f 
f - < ApWmL.' 
OXjdXf, LP 
where A = Y^Ui 条 is the usual Laplacian on and Ap is a constant that 
depends only on p G (1, oo) and n but not / . Other singular integral operators 
also arise in the classical theory. For instance, in the development of the classical 
L i t tie wood Pa ley theory, one can apply the boundedness theorems of singular 
integral operators to obtain the boundedness of the Littlewood-Paley (/-functions 
and that of the partial sum operators. The monograph of Stein [S2, Chapters 1 
- 4 ] provides an excellent exposition on these topics. 
It is thus desirable to extend this classical theory to the setting where the 
measure involved is not necessarily the Lebesgue measure; one simple condition 
that can be imposed on the measure is that it be doubling on its support. The 
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following survey follows [Si, Chapter 1] closely. I t should be remarked here that in 
SI] the support of the measure was the whole R" , while as a careful examination 
of the proofs there we see that it is not necessary to make such an assumption, as 
long as the measure is doubling on its support. I t thus goes without saying that 
the following theory works for the class of doubling self-similar measures that we 
studied in Chapter 3. In particular, the maximal function theorem, the Lebesgue 
differentiation theorem and the Calderoii-Zyginund decomposition theorem hold, 
and so does the singular integral theorem, although we have not been able to find 
any particularly interesting and natural examples of singular integrals in such 
fractal setting. 
For simplicity, let us work exclusively in R". One important ingredient in the 
classical theory was the maximal function operator; to define this, one needs to 
have a family of 'balls' over which the average of a function is computed. Thus 
let us fix, for each x G E" , a collection of subsets of R" indexed by S G (0. oc). 
which we denote by {Bs(j.-)}s^(o,oc)- such that each B^ij-) is a non-empty hoiiiided 
subset of R^' that is open wi th respect to the ordinary Euclidean topology, and 
that the following axioms are satisfied: 
(a) Bsi (^) Q Bs-, ( f o r all x and all d'l < (5:); 
(b) there is a constant Ci > 1 such that if Bs(x) intersects Bs{y), then Bs{x) C 
Bc^siv) (such Ci is known as the engulfing constant, and wi l l be fixed through-
out); 
(c) n<5>o 否 ⑷ 二 {工} and U〉o 风 W = 肥 . 
Such Bs{x) wi l l be thought of as a ‘ball' 'centered' at x and of ‘melius, S, 
despite the fact that they may not be Euclidean balls, nor even metric balls. 
They wi l l be the balls on which we base the definitions of our maximal functions. 
(Of course, balls given by any metric on R". or more generall}^ any quasi-metric 
on M", satisf}^ all these requirements.) We shall also asiiiime that M" is equipped 
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with a non-trivial non-negative Borel measure that is doubling on its support, 
and in the following discussion we shall fix a constant C2 for which fj.(Bcys{^)) < 
C2i.i{Bs{x)) for all x € supp(/i) and all (5 > 0. Finally we shall assume that for any 
open set U (wi th respect to the Euclidean topology) and any 6 > 0, the mapping 
X i.l(Bs{x) n U) is continuous; this makes, for instance, the mapping x i—s-
( 工 ) ) f { y ) d i . L { y ) a continuous function for any locally integrable function 
f and any fixed d > 0. 
One key instance where the doubling property is useful is in the following 
covering lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. If E is a measurable subset of R" that can be written as a finite 
union of 'balls ’ B\. Do： ... Bi whose 'centers'' lie in the support of i^i. then there 
exists a disjoint subcollcction Bj^. B”. .... 13“竹 such that 
7 7 ) 
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It is indeed not difficult to choose the above disjoint siil)colleclion of 'balls' 
inductively: one simply takes the 'ball’ wi th the largest ‘radius' first, and then 
the 'ball ' that is disjoint from the previously chosen .ball(s)，whose 'radius" is the 
largest in the collection of all such ‘balls，, and so on. The doubling condition (and 
the engulfing property (b)) then allows one to dominate by the measures of 
these disjoint 'balls'. 
W i th this lemma it is relatively easy to obtain the following theorem on max-
imal functions, following the classical approach. 
Definition 4.2. For any f G define the ('centered') maximal function 
of J by 
Mf(x) = s u p - - ^ [ \M\My)-
6>o AH^dW) Jbs{X) 
Theorem 4.3 (Maximal function theorem), (a) For any D^dji) function f: 
p G [1, oc], the maximal function Mf is finite fi-almost everywhere. 
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(b) M is an operator of weak-type (1，1). in the sense that for any L\dfd) function 
f and any a > 0, we have 
(c) M is an operator of type (p,p) ifp G (1, oo]. in the sense that for any [/[d/i) 
function f . we have Mf 6 LP(d/d) and 
UUhr < A.WJUr 
for some Ap depending only on p and n but not f. 
The key point here is the assertion (b): once (b) is established, the rest follows 
as i l l the classical case. It is in assertion (h) where the previous lemma (and thus 
the doubling property of //) is used: indeed one can cover any compact subset E 
of U := {‘t. G supp("): Mf{x) > a} by a finite collection of balls B：. Bo. . . . , Bi, 
each of which wi th center in supp(//) and satisfying 
-TVT [丨/丨""〉。• 
"(如 Jb, 
and then cxtract a disjoint siibcollection of such balls B j ” Di., 川 by the 
lemma to get an estimate 
k=i a 
thereby getting the desired estimate on " ( [ / ) by taking siiprcmum over all such 
compact subsets E oi U (since is assumed to be Borel). 
From this theorem we have an analog of the Lebesgue differentiation theorem, 
as i l l the classical case: 
Corollary 4.4 (Lebesgue differentiation theorem). For any f G 
we have 
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for fi-almost every x; indeed 
• 丄 (棚 
for ^i-almost every x. (A point that satisfies the latter is called a Lebesgue point 
ofW\) 
The maximal function theorem and the Lebesgue differentiation theorem, as 
stated above, also provide important tools for one to pi.ove a version of Calderon-
Zyginund decomposition in the general setting. We need yet one lemma, on a 
decomposition of an arb i tmiy closed set in M" into disjoint ‘cubes', that is suited 
to our general setting. 
Notations. For a ‘ball，B = Bs{x), define B* = B (.r). B" = 工). 
Lemma 4.5. For any proper open subset U of M", there is a collection of balls 
{B,}. suck that 
(a) the Bi :s are •pairwise disjoint; 
(h) U is the union of all B* 's; and 
(c) each B** intersects the complement of U. 
Wi th the lemma, one can decompose every proper open subset U of E " into 
a disjoint union of 'cubes' {Q, } , w i th each Bi C Q, C B*: for instance, one can 
take Qi = B* n (门』<：,.Qj) n (门)〉,.B j^, where 巧 denotes the complement of 
B j in R" and the Bj's as chosen in the lemma. This allows one to pi.ove the 
following Calderon-Zygmund decomposition, which roughly speaking consists of 
decomposing an IJ [(!/u) function f into a sum of a good part g and a bad part 6, 
the good part capturing the size and the bad part capturing the oscillations of f : 
Theorem 4.6 (Calderon-Zygmund decomposition). If f G L^ (dj-i) and a > 
/r" I/M"，then there exists a decomposition f = g + b. a sequence of balls 
{Bi} and a universal constant c. such that 
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(a) < ca for fi-almost every x; 
(b) b = hi for some bi 's. with each bi supported in B*. 
/ \bi\dl.L < CQ,i(代）and / bid/i = 0; 
(c) E , " ( 贴 丄 斷 
Indeed if one introduces the uncentered maximal function M, defined hy 
i f " ⑷ = s u p • 力 / ⑷ 關 
with the siipremum taken over all 'balls' B that contains x, then Co^Mf < AI f < — 〜 〜 
AI/, so the maximal function theorem holds for M as well; also, iM is easily seen to 
be lower seinicontinuous, so given a as in the Calderoii-Zygmiind decomposition 
theorem, one can apply the remark after the lemma to decompose the open set 
U := {.c G R" ： Mf(x) > a } into disjoint 'cubes, Q,，s. provided that it is proper 
siil)set of R". In this case, one can define 
, � fix) if X t U 
(JW = 
、 J q , if G Qi for some i 
and 
b.{x) 二 XQ,(工)(fix) — [ f(y)chi(y)] 
\ "(W Jq, / 
(Xq, is the characteristic function of Q,)’ so that f = g + b with b = 6-； the fact 
that \g{x)\ < ca for "-almost every x ^ U follows the Lebesgue differentiation 
theorem, and the same fact for /./-almost every x e U follows from the estimate 
• 丄 . 誦 輕 a 
(which in turns follows from the fact that B** intersects the complement of U\ this 
is why we need to use the uncentered maximal function A/). The same estimate 
shows that 
/ Mdl-i < 2 [ \f\cli.L < c q m ( B ； ) 
J B；* 
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by the doubling property, while the estimate in (c) follows from 
( 勒 < L c 卵“ < c^L(U) < - [ Ifldp 
i i 
(the first inequality following from the doubling property, the second from the 
disjoiiitiiess of Bi,s in U, and the th i rd one from the maximal function theorem 
for M). The case where U = M" is easily proved since we assumed at the outset 
that a > Jp„ 1 / 丨 T h u s the whole theorem follows. 
Finally, we sketch a version of a singular integral theorem in this general 
setting: 
Theorem 4.7 (Singular integral theorem). Let T be an operator that is 
defined and bounded from to (q > 1) and let A > ||T||. Also 
suppose that T has an integral kernel A', such that for cach compactly supported 
f 6 U[diJ) and fi-almost every r in the cumplcvumt of the support of f. the 
integral 
[K(x,y)f{y)df.i{y) 
converges absolutely to Tf{x). If there is a constmit c > 1 such that 
/ I仲.")-K(x,y)\cl{.i(x) < .4 
whenever y G Bs(y)； then 
(i) for any p G (1, q). T extends uniquely to a bounded operator from 丄"((/") to 
L^{d/.i). with a bound Ap that depends only on A and p (but not on c, f or 
other features of K); 
(it) also, for p = I； T extends uniquely to an operator of weak-type ( 1 , 1 ) that 
is defined on all of with 
|T/(x)|>q})<^ / \f\dii 
o： 
for all f G L^{dij). where again Ai depends only on A. 
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It should be noted that the theorem is conditional upon the boundedness of T 
on some UQd/j)., in various instances the key issue is thus reduced to establishing 
the boundediiess of T on some Also, the representation of Tf(x) as an 
integration of f(y) against a. kernel K{x, y) is only required to hold when x stays 
away from the support of f{y). This has the advantage that this allows us to 
treat the case where K{x, y) has a singularity when x = y. 
The key in proving the theorem consists of proving that such T extends to 
an operator of weak-type (1,1)，which can be done by using the above version of 
Calderon-Zygmund decomposition. The details are omitted. 
4.2 Poincare inequalities and local Sobolev em-
bedding 
In this section we wil l sketch how a />Poincare inequality implies a local Sobolev 
inequality, when the iindeiiying measure is doubling. The following results are in 
Hajlasz and Koskela's memoirs [HK2, Sections 2. 5 and 6'. 
We wi l l work in the generality where (X,p) is a metric space and " is a 
measure that is doubling on X. Then there exists a number s such that for some 
constant (which we wi l l fix throughout), 
"(Bo) — VoJ 
holds for any ball Bq of radius Tq and any ball B whose center lies in Bq and 
whose radius is r < r。. (Simply note that if B' denotes a ball whose center is the 
same as that of B and whose radius is 2ro, then 
fi{Bo) - l-i{B') - W 
if we invoke the doubling condition「log2(2ro/r)l times, where C > 1 is the 
doubling constant.) Such s can be thought of as a dimension of the space A,; in 
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what follows we wi l l take s to be any number for which this condition is satisfied. 
We shall also fix the values of two structural constants ？^  > 1 and Cp > 0. 
Notations. I f p G (0, s), we write p* = 告 as the Sobolev conjugate oi p\ also, 
for a ball B = Br{x) and a number A > 0, we write XB for the ball B dilated 入 
times about the center, i.e. \B := Bxr(x). I f u is a locally integrable function on 
A", then for any ball B in A', we write ub for the average of u over B, i.e. 
Definition 4.8. Let u be a locally integrable function on X and g > 0. We say 
that {u. g) satisfies on X a p-Poincare inequality for some p > 0 if for any ball B 
in X. 
1 f / I f y/^ 
-JT^ / - uslchi < CpT - —— / (fdiA ， 
KB") Jb \ B) J”b 
where r is the radius of B. 
If this is the case, then we wi l l actually be thinking of g as some sort of 'upper 
gradient' of u. Note in such generality of metric spaces, there are few notions of 
gradients that we can use; it turns out that our g is one of the qualified candidate 
for an upper gradient, for w i th it playing the role of a gradient of u we can prove 
the following local Sobolev embedding theorem ('local' since the integrals are only 
over balls, not the whole space). 
Theorem 4.9. Let (u, g) satisfy a p-Poincare inequality for some p > 0. Then 
(a) If p < s. then there is a universal constant C such that for any ball B of 
radius r and any t > 0. we have 
/ 1 r \ i/p 
l.i{{x e B: - ub\ > < Ct-'r^i(B) / g^d^i . 
It follows that for any a G 
f 1 r \ i/a / 1 r \ V p 
/ I" - " b I ^ M < C r / f d ^ i • (4.2.1) 
VAH^) JB / 召)J^vB J 
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In addition, for any q € (p, s) and any ball B of radius r. we have 
( 1 r \ i /V / 1 f \ i/g 
{w山…叫<-C八丄产)• 
(b) If p = s, then there are universal constants Ci and Co such that for any ball 
B of radius r, 
—77^ / exp — ClLL < Co. 
"(例 Jb V J 一 “ 
(c) If p > s. then u can be rede find on a set of /.i-rneasure zero such that it is 
locally Holder continuous with exporieM 1 — J. In particular, if B is a ball of 
radius r. then 
f 1 r y/p 
sup |小、）-ub\ < Cr ——— / ghlii 
.reB JsnB > 
for sunie iniirersal constant C. and for any x. y ^ B. we have 
/ 1 r \ 
I " ⑴ - i i ( y ) \ < C一fA工,yy-'/P / gPchi • 
The universal constants in the above theorem depends only on the doubling 
constant of the structural constants (、. ( V and //’ the parameters p. q. a and 
the diniciision s. Also, in part (a) of the above theorem, if the pair {u,g) satisfies 
a certain additional ' truncation property', then we can take q = p* in (4.2.1). 
Ill the above theorem, we see that if (u. g) satisfies a p-Poincare inequality, 
then g can be thought of as an upper gradient of u. and we have a version of local 
Sobolev embedding theorem for the pair (u.g). The constant i] is not the main 
point there; it only allows greater flexibility in applying the theorem (allowing one 
to use the theorem even when only a 'weaker' p-Poincare inequality (with a bigger 
Tj) is satisfied). One should compare the theorem wi th the classical result in R": 
in particular, one should note that the result obtained here is actually weaker 
than the Eucdidean result when 1 < p < n, for the corresponding inequality 
(4.2.1) actually holds in the R" case wi th q = p* as well. 
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The essence of the theorem involves an interplay between the doubling prop-
erty of the measure and the p-Poincare inequality; in fact by the doubling prop-
erty of i-L, if B i and B2 are two balls for which Bo Q Bi C 23-2, then > 
〔7】/1(2召2) > where Cd is the doubling constant of yu. I t follows that 
if {n, g) satisfies a p-Poincare inequality, then 
令)U'-ubM 卩 I 
/ I r \ ” p 
< CVi — — / ff 
where /、is the radius of B-[. Now observe that //-almost every point of A' is a 
Lebesgue point (this follows from the same proof of Corollary 4.4; in fact the 
proofs of Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.4 both cany tliroiigh to this metric space 
setting). At oach Lcl)csgue point x. u{x) can bo appioximated by tijj for some 
sufficiently small ball B centered at x. As a result, if we begin wi th a ball B and 
a point X G 13’ then buildi i ig a sequence of balls {i^,}g〔” such that Bq = B and 
each Bi . i > 1. is centered at x, w i th the property that C Bi C for all 
i > 0，we can estimate 
I"(丄）-ub\ < 1"尽—"双+11 ^ Z C f i TTZ^s / (/ 
where r,- is the radius of B卜 This leads us to define an analog of the classical 
Riesz potential, which we write J ^ , as follows: for a locally integrable function g 
on A', we define 
/ 1 r \ i/p 
二 ^ 产 
{/€N: 2'<2?/diam(B)} 、 ^ , 
for any ball B. any p > 0 and any x e B, where Bi := B.2<(x). The above 
argument actually gives, for each pair (u, g) satisfying a p-Poincare inequality 
and each ball B in X, a poiiitwise estimate 
\u{x)-UB\<CJ^g{x) 
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which is valid for "-almost every x e B. Thus a large part of the theorem 
(more precisely, the whole theorem except the assertion (b)) follows readily from 
a boundedness theorem on J^. It is not too difficult to establish the necessary 
bouiideclness properties of J / ; in fact such boundedness properties follow as in 
the classical case, wi th only minor modifications, from the boundedness of the 
suitable maximal function operators, which has been observed to hold according 
to the proof of Theorem 4.3. This sketches the proof of some parts of the theorem; 
the remaining parts are more technical, and the interested reader is referred to 
the original book of Hajlasz and Koskela [HK2] for further details. 
4.3 Remarks 
It should be remarked here that in recent years there has been some successful 
attempts to develop liarinoiik- analysis without the doubling condition on the 
measure as well. Xazarov. Treil. Voll^org [XTV] and more recently Tolsa [Tol -
4] considered Radon measures //, on R'' that are not necessarily doubling on its 
support, but satisfy the volume growth condition 
l.i(B(x,r)) <Cy' 
for some fixed integer n for which 0 < 77 < d. They tried to develop some sort of 
harmonic analysis wi th such measures. For instance, while the classical Calderon-
Zygmund decomposition (see Theorem 4.7 below) does not directly carry over to 
this case when fi is not doubling. Tolsa has developed a substitute for this in 
Tol] (see also [To2]). He then proved that if T is a Calderon-Zygmiind operator 
which is bounded in L"(/./), then it is also bounded from i \ / (C), the space of 
complex Radon measures, into L、°^(ji), the space of weakly functions. Also 
lie introduced, for these possibly non-doubling measures, substitutes of BAIO 
and //】spaces, such that a number of nice properties of the classical BAIO and 
spaces remains valid for these new spaces: 
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(a) Calderon-Zygmund operators which are bounded on L-(/.i) are also bounded 
from into the new BMO space; 
(b) The John-Nirenberg inequality remains valid in this new BMO space; 
(c) The predual of the new BMO is the new 
(d) Operators that are bounded from L°°(//) into this new BMO and from its 
predual H^ into must be bounded on " ( " ) for all p G (1, oc); 
(c) This new H^ space can be characterized by a suitable grand inaxinial operator 
yi/(i>, in the sense that f belongs to the new / / i ( , / ) if and only if / € L^/O： 
f / ( / " = 0 and AApf e L^ifi). 
The first four of these are in [Tol]. while the last one is in [To3]. Finally, in [To4 
Tolsa ])resentcd some sort of Littlewood Pa ley theory and a T ( l ) theorem suited 
to such non-doubliiig measures. 
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